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Nicholas C. Burtch,* Jurn Heinen, Thomas D. Bennett, David Dubbeldam,
and Mark D. Allendorf*
with known geometries and coordination
states.[5] Beyond their extraordinarily high
porosity characteristics,[6,7] the rich synthetic chemistry of MOFs also enables the
incorporation of highly desirable properties such as coordinatively unsaturated
metal sites[8] and amine-functionalized
groups[9,10] that are inaccessible to purely
inorganic zeolites.
Within a field which has already generated tens of thousands of highly ordered
crystalline porous structures,[11] a survey of
the recent patent literature also indicates
that MOF research has progressed to the
point where their structural characteristics
can be exploited for an array of promising
technological applications.[12] The timeto-market from creation to commercial
application for new materials generally
averages around twenty years;[13] in line
with this timeframe, the accumulation of
MOF research has recently reached a turning point with the
launch of the first commercial MOF products for the storage
and delivery of toxic gases such as arsine and phosphine.[14]
While explored in greatest depth for their remarkable gas
separation and storage capabilities,[15] experts in fields ranging
from materials science and physics to electrical engineering
are also now being engaged to overcome the fundamental challenges needed to propel MOFs toward a broader array of applications that include electronic devices and chemical sensors
(Figure 1b).[16,17]
Due to their hybrid inorganic–organic nature, MOFs possess
attractive characteristics that are absent from purely inorganic
or organic systems. MOFs can exhibit, for example, higher
thermal stabilities than organic polymers[18] while maintaining
a degree of mechanical flexibility that is largely inaccessible
to inorganic materials. By conventional mechanical property
metrics such as the Young’s modulus and hardness, MOFs
also bridge a design space that spans those of both traditional
“soft” and “hard” materials.[19] However, it is this hybrid nature
combined with their permanent porosity that leads to some of
their most attractive characteristics from an applications standpoint. For example, dynamic behaviors under applied stress are
observed that make these “soft-porous”[20] network structures
flexible[21] or stimuli-responsive.[22,23] Although many phenomena fall within the realm of flexible materials, such as gateopening,[24,25] breathing,[26] and structural rotation,[27] all involve

Some of the most remarkable recent developments in metal–organic
framework (MOF) performance properties can only be rationalized by the
mechanical properties endowed by their hybrid inorganic–organic nanoporous
structures. While these characteristics create intriguing application prospects,
the same attributes also present challenges that will need to be overcome to
enable the integration of MOFs with technologies where these promising traits
can be exploited. In this review, emerging opportunities and challenges are
identified for MOF-enabled device functionality and technological applications
that arise from their fascinating mechanical properties. This is discussed not
only in the context of their more well-studied gas storage and separation applications, but also for instances where MOFs serve as components of functional
nanodevices. Recent advances in understanding MOF mechanical structure–
property relationships due to attributes such as defects and interpenetration
are highlighted, and open questions related to state-of-the-art computational
approaches for quantifying their mechanical properties are critically discussed.

1. Introduction
Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), also known as porous
coordination polymers, are an emerging class of nanoporous
materials constructed from metal-based nodes bridged by
coordination bonds to multidentate ligands (Figure 1a).[1–4] An
explosion of interest in these hybrid materials has resulted from
their unprecedented degree of structural and functional tunability, due to the elements of rational design enabled by their
wide array of possible organic and inorganic building blocks
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some degree of structural change, which will lead not only to a
variation in porosity but also in mechanical properties.[28] These
stimuli-responsive effects also explain the relatively high prevalence of anomalous structural behaviors that are rare or unprecedented in other materials, including negative gas adsorption[29]
and negative thermal expansion.[30]
While these mechanical properties are at the heart of some
of the most fascinating recent findings in the MOF literature,
they can also present challenges for their integration with technological applications. The purpose of this review is to provide
our perspective on some of the most pressing challenges and
opportunities for devices and technological applications that
arise from the unusual mechanical properties of MOFs. We
will also highlight open questions in the emerging field of
porous materials science related to state-of-the-art computational approaches for quantifying MOF mechanical properties
and present advances in understanding the effects of defects[31]
and interpenetration[32] on mechanical structure-property
relationships.

2. Quantifying Mechanical Properties
The concepts of stress and strain are fundamental to understanding mechanical properties in solids. While strain
describes the degree of deformation that a material undergoes,
stress describes its restoring force per unit area. Mechanical
properties in solids can thus be characterized by their stress–
strain behavior, with elastic materials exhibiting a reversible
response to strain whereas plastically deformed materials
undergo irreversible changes. Viscoelasticity describes a third
category of behavior whereby a time-dependent and dampened
elastic response to strain is exhibited; although this has been
well-studied in materials such as polymers,[34] it has primarily
been studied in the MOF literature in the context of gel-derived
MOFs.[35]
Within the elastic regime, a complete description of a material’s response to stress is provided by its elastic constant tensor.
From this tensor, elastic properties such as the bulk modulus
B, Young’s (elastic) modulus E, Poisson’s ratio v, and shear
modulus G (Figure 2) can be calculated, for instance using
the Voigt–Reuss–Hill approximation.[36,37] The elastic constant
tensor can also provide fundamental insight that is useful for
understanding additional mechanical and thermal properties; in inorganic materials, for example, the elastic constant
tensor correlates with mechanical properties such as ductility
and hardness[38,39] and thermal properties such as heat capacity,
thermal conductivity, and coefficient of thermal expansion.[40–43]
Combined with finite element analysis, the elastic constant
tensor can also be used to predict the elastic response of composite materials.[44] While we are aware of only one report of
the elastic constant tensor being experimentally measured in
a MOF,[45] a greater number of computational studies have
reported this property, as discussed in section 2.2.
The purpose of the following sections is to summarize the
state-of-the-art in experimental and computational approaches
for quantifying MOF mechanical properties. Considering the
discussion of relevant experimental techniques in the review
of Tan and Cheetham,[19] we will only briefly revisit this topic
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here, with an emphasis on experimental techniques that have
only been demonstrated since their review was published.
Computationally, a comprehensive review discussing the theoretical framework for calculating MOF elastic constant tensors
using atomistic simulations has not yet been presented. We will
therefore critically review this topic in greater detail, including
open questions of ongoing debate related to calculating the
elastic constant tensors of crystalline materials under stress.

2.1. Experimental Measurements
Well-established techniques for experimentally measuring
MOF mechanical properties over the past decade have included
high pressure crystallography, nanoindentation, and atomic
force microscopy (AFM).[19] These techniques can be used to
determine material properties such as the bulk modulus, hardness, and Young’s modulus. High-pressure crystallography can
be performed on single crystal or polycrystalline specimens, by
enclosing the sample within a diamond anvil cell, to provide
hydrostatic sample compression.[46] From these measurements,
the change in crystallographic volume as a function of pressure
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Figure 1. a) Diverse MOF structural chemistry enabled by tunable ligand, metal, and topology characteristics. Adapted with permission.[17] Copyright
2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry. b) Selected MOF-enabled device and application categories. Adapted with permission.[33] Copyright 2016,
American Chemical Society.

can be analyzed and the bulk modulus obtained. Nanoindentation and AFM are related techniques in which the application
of a tip is used to probe local mechanical properties. Whereas
an AFM tip laterally scans a material surface to probe properties such as the roughness and Young’s modulus, nanoindentation can be applied to determine the Young’s modulus and
hardness at a single point, down even to the nanometer scale,
via the applied load versus penetration curve. As noted elsewhere,[19] care should be taken in extracting Young’s modulus
values from nanoindentation experiments, given the potentially
anisotropic material response and nonunidirectional stress
fields created by the indenter tip, which violate the assumptions
of the Oliver and Pharr method for analyzing modulus data.
Furthermore, careful calibration and consideration of tip shape
and radius of curvature effects should be made prior to the
analysis.[47,48] Nanoindentation generally gives Young’s modulus values within about 50% of the calculated value, which can
be due to a number of factors that include defects and anisotropy. Bulk properties, such as the bulk modulus, tend to give
much better agreement.[49] Another discrepancy to consider is
that theoretical properties calculated using density functional
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theory (DFT) are at 0 K, whereas experiments are always at
finite temperatures. To enable more quantitative comparisons,
it is vital that the temperature-dependency of MOF mechanical
properties be better understood. This requires that more accurate molecular models and efficient simulation methodologies
should be developed, as discussed in section 2.2.3.
Since the review of Tan and Cheetham,[19] additional mecha
nical property characterization techniques beyond those mentioned above have been applied to MOFs. In 2012, Brillouin
spectroscopy was first used to elucidate the elasticity properties
of the MOF ZIF-8 [Zn(mIm)2] where mIm = 2-methylimidazolate.[45] Via Brillouin scattering and subsequent solution of
Christoffel’s matrix,[50] this powerful analysis enables a complete description of the elasticity of a material by determining
its full set elastic constants. These elastic constants can also can
be directly compared to the computationally calculated values
and, in the case of ZIF-8, was used to understand the exceptionally low shear modulus (Gmin of <1 GPa)[45] that underlies
its irreversible pressure-induced amorphization behavior.[51]
Understanding of MOF mechanical properties would be
accelerated by the development of more facile experimental
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Figure 2. Depictions of selected elasticity properties in solids: a) Young’s
(elastic) modulus E as a measure of stiffness under unidirectional
loading, b) bulk modulus B as a measure of volumetric stiffness under
static pressure, c) shear modulus G as a measure of the stiffness when
subjected to opposing shear forces, and d) Poisson’s ratio v as the ratio
of lateral strain (εj) to axial strain (εl) upon axial loading.

techniques to extract the wealth of information available from
a material’s elastic constants. Brillouin spectroscopy measurements require large MOF single crystals that preclude the
study of polycrystalline morphologies. Recently, a novel technique was presented, in which surface acoustic wave velocities
induced by a femtosecond laser are measured using polished
surfaces of polycrystalline samples under a polydimethylsiloxane film grating.[52] This approach was demonstrated
through the accurate measurement of the elastic constants in
seven polycrystalline metal samples and yielded agreement
within 6.8% of the single crystal measurement values. The
application of this technique to MOFs would be an important development and could potentially lead to a database of
experimental elastic constants needed to validate the accuracy
of the increasing number of computed elastic constants being
obtained from DFT calculations. For the measurement of elastic
moduli, bimodal amplitude modulated-frequency modulated
AFM was recently applied to a series of microcrystalline MOF
nanoparticles (100–500 nm), avoiding the need for the relatively
large single crystals often used for extracting this information
from nanoindentation experiments.[53]
If one wants to understand the intrinsic mechanical properties of a MOF, care should be taken to ensure that residual
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solvent is first removed from the pore space, often via solvent
exchange, heat and/or vacuum treatment. The presence of
guest molecules can have an appreciable effect on the measured
mechanical properties. While a modest (reversible) increase
in the Young’s modulus of ZIF-8 from ≈2.97 to ≈3.20 GPa is
observed from nanoindentation experiments on its {110} facet
when going from an evacuated to DMF-solvated state,[54] more
significant changes were observed in single crystals of the flexible
structure Zn2(L)2(DABCO) (L = linear dicarboxylate linker,
DABCO = 1,4-diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane) when exposed to
various solvents (e.g., from ≈2.08 GPa with N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) to ≈6.53 GPa with toluene on the {001} facet
of Zn2(NO2-BDC)2(DABCO) where BDC = 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate), attributed to guest-induced changes to the network
geometry.[55] Related considerations due to sample porosity also
must be taken into account when interpreting bulk modulus
values from high pressure crystallography experiments. In such
experiments, a pressure-transmitting fluid is often used within
the diamond anvil cell to allow hydrostatic compression of the
material. Depending on the size and flexibility of the MOF
pores relative to that of the pressure-transmitting media, there
can be media penetration that has a significant impact on the
bulk modulus.[56] A recent review summarizes these effects[57]
and finds that guest molecule incorporation tends to increase
the bulk modulus of MOFs. Similar effects due to guest inclusion have also been reported in high pressure crystallography
studies conducted on zeolites.[58]
As interest in MOF-enabled electronic devices has grown,[17]
studies of the mechanical properties of MOF thin films have
emerged. Beyond the aforementioned bulk modulus, Young’s
modulus, and hardness properties, mechanical characteristics
such as film adhesion and bending resilience on a substrate
become important. Nanoscratching is a mode of operation
that can be implemented in many nanoindentation instruments by laterally translating the indenter tip at set loads to
provide information about the adhesion strength, abrasion, and
wear resistance of a film. The first nanoscratching study was
reported in 2013 on dense, electrochemically grown MOF films
on Cu-electrodes.[59] Bending tests whereby the tensile strength
during exposure to strain at different bending radii is an important test for flexible electronic devices,[60] and such testing has
also been investigated in two recent MOF studies.[61,62] Further
context on the findings of these device-related mechanical characterization studies and their implications for electronic devices
is discussed in section 4.2.

2.2. Theoretical Calculations
Molecular modeling has made significant strides in the past
decade toward understanding MOF structural and performance
properties, ranging from the prediction of performance characteristics for structures that have yet to be synthesized to providing insight into nanoscale mechanisms that are difficult
to observe experimentally.[63] While the majority of past work
has focused on understanding MOF adsorption and diffusion
properties, a growing number of recent efforts have focused
on mechanical property modeling[64] to better understand the
origins of their stimuli-responsive behavior. Given the relative
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infancy of this research area, we believe that a critical review
of the theoretical foundations behind the state-of-the-art
approaches being used in literature is merited to ensure that
open questions related to their applicability are recognized by
the greater MOF community.
Although our theoretical understanding of MOF mechanical
properties is largely confined to their elasticity, initial insights
into possible mechanisms of plastic deformation have also
recently been reported.[65] The quantitative modeling of such
behavior and its comparison to experiment, however, is more
challenging as plastic deformation describes a nonequilibrium phenomenon that involves residual defects that are also
dependent upon the time over which the load is applied. The
level of understanding needed to critically review this topic in
the context of MOFs is not yet present and is thus outside the
scope of this review. However, to stimulate further work in this
important area, we refer the reader to literature where computational methodologies used to understand plastic deformation
in other material classes are discussed.[66–68]
In this section, we critically discuss the fundamentals of how
molecular modeling can be used to obtain information related
to a crystalline material’s elasticity. We start with a brief introduction to the ways that atomic-scale stress–strain relationships
are defined, as well as the basic theory of mechanical properties in crystals. We then proceed to introduce the common
approaches by which the elastic constant tensor can be calculated in crystalline solids using classical (force field) and
ab initio (density functional theory) modeling approaches.

2.2.1. Stress–Strain Conventions and Their Connection
to Continuum Properties
There are two common conventions that are used to describe
the strain on a material: the Lagrangian and Eulerian formulations. In both cases, the second-order strain tensor must
be defined to describe the deformation from some reference
state to the actual configuration in a strained crystal. To arrive
at this strain tensor, we first assign a displacement vector u
to every point in the object, such that the current coordinates
(rx,ry,rz) are expressed in term of their reference coordinates
(rx , ry , rz ) as r = r (r ). The two definitions of the strain (or deformation) vector u in their Lagrangian or Eulerian formulations,
respectively, are given as
u (r ) = r (r ) − r (1)
u(r ) = r − r(r ) (2)
The configuration (or deformation) gradient F can then be
defined as a second-order tensor whose components are partial
derivatives of the components of r with respect to the reference
configuration coordinates
F = Fαβ =

∂rα (3)
∂rβ

From the above strain vector definitions, we arrive at the two
main forms of the strain tensor. The first form, the Lagrangian
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(Green) strain η, describes the strain in terms of material
coordinates[69]
1  ∂u ∂u ∂u ∂u  1
η = ηαβ =  α + β + γ γ  = (F F T − 1) (4)
2  ∂rβ ∂rα ∂rα ∂rβ  2
where as the second form, the Eulerian (Alsmansi) strain ∊,
uses spatial coordinates fixed in space
∂u ∂u  1
1  ∂u ∂u
 = αβ =  α + β − γ γ  = (1 − F −T F −1 ) (5)
2  ∂rβ ∂rα ∂rα ∂rβ  2

where 1 denotes the unit tensor and the Einstein summation
convention is used. If the two gradients that are multiplied
together in the third term of the above equation are small compared to unity then their product can be neglected, leading to
a simplified equation termed the infinitesimal Cauchy strain
tensor εαβ
1  ∂u ∂u 
ε = εαβ =  α + β  (6)
2  ∂rβ ∂rα 
This symmetric second-order tensor is convenient and
widely used because it is a measure of the linear strain and is
therefore additive, decoupling translation from rotation.
Stress is a macroscopic concept that was introduced into
the theory of elasticity by Cauchy as a measure of the average
amount of force exerted per unit area. The Cauchy stress tensor,
which is compatible with the Eulerian equations of motion, is
the most commonly used measure of stress. Also referred to
as the “true stress” in the engineering fields, the Cauchy stress
tensor is a nine-component second-order tensor with six asymmetric components that relates the forces in the deformed
configuration to areas in the present configuration. There
also exists the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor that describes
forces in the deformed configurations in terms of the surface
area in the reference configuration and the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor that relates forces in the reference configuration to areas in the reference configuration.[70] Whereas the
first nonsymmetric Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor is used in the
Lagrangian equations of motion, the second Piola-Kirchhoff
stress tensor is symmetric and is therefore more suitable than
the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor for use in stress–strain
relations.
The work of Irving and Kirkwood provides the link between
microscopic properties and macroscopic density, momentum,
and energy at a fixed Eulerian point by utilizing an important
property of the Dirac delta function
h (r ) =

∫

∞
−∞

δ ( ri − r ) h ( ri ) d ri (7)

where r is the location in space of the Eulerian reference and
ri is the location of molecule i. The equations of motion in
the Eulerian frame are given by expressing the flow through
this infinitesimal control volume in the continuum or by
application of the Dirac delta function in the discrete system.
The time derivatives of state properties can be used to obtain
the fluxes and to obtain the Irving-Kirkwood (IK) stress
tensor[71,72]
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N
p
 p

1 N
Π = ∑ m i  i − u   i − u  δ ( ri − r ) + ∑ fij rijOijδ ( ri − r ) (8)
2 j ≠i
 mi
  mi

i =1

where u is the streaming velocity, p is the momentum, and the
so-called IK operator is
n −1
 1

∂
1
∂ 
Oij = 1 − rij ⋅
+  +  − rij ⋅
 +  (9)
∂ ri 
n!
 2 ∂ ri


The virial pressure is obtained from Equation (8) in a closed
volume V and by taking only the first term in the IK operator
of Equation (9), known as the IK1 approximation, so that
δ (ri − r) = 1 and Oij δ(ri − r) = 1. The virial form of pressure
is the most widely used version in the molecular dynamics literature due to its simplicity. However, the virial form can only
be used to provide a single pressure tensor for an entire isolated system. For nonequilibrium systems, a localized description such as the IK stress must be used. For more details on
the connection between the continuum formulation and the
molecular system, the reader is referred to several reviews on
the topic.[72–75]
The Cauchy stress σ, first Piola-Kirchoff stress P, and second
Piola-Kirchhoff stress t are related through the configuration
gradient F[70,76]
P = F σ F −T (10)
t = F F −1σ F −T (11)
t = F −1 P (12)
Molecular dynamics simulations can be analyzed in a Eulerian or a Lagrangian reference frame, and there is some exploratory work that measures the differences between the Cauchy
stress, the virial equation, and first Piola-Kirchhoff stress converted to Cauchy stress.[77] The difference between these three
quantities is negligible for constrained volumes, and for larger
deformations of 1–5% at 300–600 K the difference between the
hydrostatic virial stress and the hydrostatic transformed PiolaKirchhoff stress is still very small with a difference of 1% at
most. For the above comparisons, the reference material configuration was chosen to be the zero temperature, undeformed
state of the system.

2.2.2. Mechanical Properties in Crystals
The elasticity tensor Cαβμν is described in the Einstein summation notation by Hooke’s law as[78]

σ αβ = Cαβµν ε µν (13)
which relates the stress σ to the strain ε via a 6 × 6 elastic
tensor. A systematic study of lattice stability was done by Born
and Huang[79] who formulated their stability criteria in terms
of the elastic constants by expanding the internal crystal energy
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in a power series in the strain and imposing convexity of the
energy. This criteria expresses the fact that any mechanical
strain must increase the total mechanical energy of a system
at equilibrium, resulting from the requirement that the eigenvalues of the elastic constants matrix C be positively defined.
The eigenvectors are the deformation modes, and the convexity
of the internal energy function is not coordinate invariant.[80]
Importantly, one implication that arises from the convexity of
the internal energy function not being coordinate invariant is
that, under applied load, different definitions of strain lead to
different Born stability conditions.
Born and Huang[79] and Wallace[81] also outlined the basic
theory to calculate the thermodynamic properties of perfect
crystals from their interatomic potential functions. The correct
formulation of the thermodynamics of strained crystals was
derived by Wallace, where the elastic constants can be defined
from one of three approaches:
(1) Second derivative of the internal energy and Helmholtz free
energy with respect to deformation parameters u, infinitesimal strains ε, the Eulerian tensor ε, or Lagrangian strain
tensor η.
(2) First derivative of Cauchy or thermodynamic stress with
respect to the various strains, or
(3) equations of motions (i.e., sound velocities).
For example, using approach (1), the elastic constants can be
defined at an arbitrary configuration r, where the strains ηαβ
are measured from r and the derivatives are evaluated at r (i.e.,
at ηαβ = 0). The internal energy U and Helmholtz free energy
A may then be expanded in powers of the strains ηαβ
1
S
U (r ,S ,ηαβ ) = U (r ,S ) + V ∑ tαβηαβ + V ∑ Cαβγδ
ηαβηγδ +…(14)
2 αβγδ
αβ
1
T
A (r ,T ,ηαβ ) = A (r ,T ) + V ∑ tαβηαβ + V ∑ Cαβγδ
ηαβηγδ +… (15)
2 αβγδ
αβ
S
where Cαβγδ
=

1  ∂2U 


V  ∂ηαβηγδ S ,η

T
=
and Cαβγδ

1  ∂2U 
are


V  ∂ηαβηγδ  T ,η

the second-order adiabatic and isothermal elastic constants,
respectively. Of the three above approaches for obtaining elastic
constants, approach (3) can be directly compared to analogous
experiments, e.g., via Brillouin scattering experiments.
A topic that remains the subject of ongoing debate in the
literature is the interpretation of elasticity theory at nonzero
stress.[82–86] While the three above elastic constant definitions
are equivalent in an unstressed crystal, their values differ under
applied stress. Oganov proposes that part of the confusion in
the literature surrounding this topic is due to their different
definitions,[86] but it is also likely related to the lack of a unified
and general interpretation of strain and stress at the atomiclevel. Another question is how to handle the reference state
with which to compare the stressed and strained state. Ray and
Rahman suggested that the reference value of the simulation
cell should be the average values obtained from a cell that is in
the stress-free state.[87,88] However, Zhou and co-workers suggest that using such a reference value does not work properly
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for a system with finite strain, and instead suggest that the reference parameters in simulations be the ones of the current
state.[89–91]

2.2.3. Elastic Constant Calculations
Having briefly introduced the stress–strain conventions and
their connection to mechanical properties in crystals, in the following sections we introduce common approaches (Figure 3)
by which the most fundamental descriptor of elastic properties
in MOF crystals is quantified: the elastic constant tensor.
Ab Initio Zero Kelvin Elastic Constants: Using DFT, elastic
constants are commonly calculated using an energy-strain or
stress–strain methodology that involves the deformation of the
lattice-parameters of an energy-minimized structure by predetermined magnitudes. In practice, this is done by first performing an accurate energetic relaxation on the structure so
that it reaches a state of near-zero stress. Following this structural relaxation, strain is applied to the structure’s lattice vectors in the form of deformation gradients. The ionic degrees of
freedom are then allowed to relax after these perturbations are
applied, and the energy or stress of the systems are again calculated. The resulting elastic tensor can then be calculated using
constitutive relations from linear elasticity. The stress–strain
approach is implemented in DFT codes such as VASP[92,93]
whereas the energy-strain method can be implemented in the

CRYSTAL code.[94] Given the shallow potential energy surface
of some MOFs,[95] extreme care should be taken in determining
the appropriate deformation magnitudes for such calculations.
These deformation gradients must be large enough to overcome the numerical noise in the energy calculations but also
be small enough to stay within the valid elastic regime. When
comparing elastic constant values across the literature, it should
also be noted that its components depend upon the choice of
coordinate system and lattice vectors. Given their well-studied
experimental flexibility, the ab initio zero kelvin elastic tensor
has been computed for a large number of Materials Institute
Lavoisier (MIL) materials.[96–98,95]
Classical Force Field Zero Kelvin Elastic Constants: A particularly powerful approach for obtaining the elastic constant tensor
at 0 K from classical simulations is to use the generalized Hessian matrix H. The generalized Hessian matrix is a (3N + 6) ×
(3N + 6) matrix, where N is the amount of atoms, defined by

∂2U
∂2U
 Hij =
Hiε =
∂ri ∂r j
∂ri ∂ε

H =
2
∂U
∂2U
 Hεi =
Hεε =
∂ε ∂ri
∂ε ∂ε





 (16)



Here, Hεε is the “Born” term that is the second derivative of
the internal energy with respect to strain and HεiHij−1Hiε is the
“relaxation” term that accounts for the relaxation of atoms to

Figure 3. Schematics illustrating different computational approaches for calculating MOF elastic constant tensors. Zero kelvin approaches include:
a) the energy–strain methodology involving deformations to the equilibrium lattice parameters, commonly used in ab initio calculations, and b) evaluation of the generalized Hessian matrix (second derivatives of internal energy), commonly used in classical simulations. Finite temperature approaches
used in classical simulations include the: c) stress-fluctuation (fixed volume) and d) strain-fluctuation (zero stress) approach.
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their zero-force position after a strain is applied. The elastic
constants can then be obtained using the relationship[99]
Cαβµν =

1
(Hεε − HεiHij−1Hiε ) (17)
V

Because Equation (16) requires knowledge of the second
derivatives of internal energy, it is computationally expensive
to evaluate using ab initio approaches. However, using classical
simulations, it is trivial to accurately compute the generalized
Hessian to arbitrary (machine) precision.
Analysis of the generalized Hessian also provides insight
into an array of useful properties beyond the elastic tensor. For
instance, for a given force field model, the generalized Hessian
can be used to accurately optimize the atomic positions and size
and shape of a unit cell, as well as perform a vibrational mode
analysis of the system. Such analyses can be readily performed
in simulation codes such as GULP[100] and RASPA[101] and are
enabled via the implementation of a robust, mode-following
“Baker’s” energy minimization procedure.[102] In contrast to
standard energy minimization methods based only on energies or forces (e.g., conjugate gradient minimizations), the
Baker’s approach computes the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
the generalized Hessian at each minimization step so that the
eigenstates can be used to adjust all forces and their gradients
to zero. Importantly, this ensures that all forces are zero and
all eigenvalues are positive in the system. Negative eigenvalues
would indicate saddle-points on the energy landscape, and this
means that the structure is at a transition state on the verge
of an atomic or unit cell change. In the Baker’s minimization
algorithm, the eigenvalues are shifted upward when needed to
guarantee that a fully optimized state with all positive eigenvalues is attained.
We highlight the importance of the above Baker’s minimization approach because it also provides valuable information for next-generation MOF flexible force field development
efforts for two reasons. First, it enables the parameterization of
physically meaningful force field models. Because the elastic
tensor is known to correlate experimentally with a number of
mechanical and thermal properties in materials,[38–43] it is logical that properly capturing the elastic constant tensor is also
important to accurately predicting these same properties using
a force field model. With this approach, a classical force field
can be parameterized to ensure that it accurately describes the
ab initio or experimental elastic constant tensor of a structure.
As an example of how this can be implemented in practice,
we refer to a recent case study of applying this procedure to
create a MIL-47(V) [VIV(OH)(BDC)] force field.[103] Second, it
can assist in discerning physically unrealistic characteristics in
existing force fields. For instance, if the Baker’s minimization
of a force field model causes significant structural deformations
or a violation of the structure’s expected symmetry, one immediately knows that there are force field parameters that should
be adjusted in the model. Our experience with flexible force
field models in the literature indicates that such inconsistencies
are found in with a number of existing force field models.
Classical Force Field Finite Temperature Elastic Constants: There
are two common approaches for measuring elastic constants in
classical simulations at finite temperatures.[99,104–106] The first
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approach is performed at a fixed system volume and calculates
the elastic constants using the stress-fluctuation formula
Cαβµν =

1
∂2U
V  B B
B
B
K
−
〈tαβ tµν 〉 − 〈tαβ 〉〈tµν 〉 + Cαβµν (18)
V ∂ηαβ ∂ηµν
kBT

whereas the second approach is performed in a system with
variable volume but zero applied stress and uses the strain-fluctuation formula
Cαβµν =

−1
kBT 
〈εαβ ε µν 〉 − 〈εαβ 〉〈ε µν 〉 (19)
V0

Of these two approaches, the stress-fluctuation approach has
the advantage that all the elastic constants can be calculated
during a single simulation run and without performing any
deformations to the system, and has faster convergence than the
strain-fluctuation formula.[107] On the other hand, the advantage
of the strain-fluctuation approach is that, for systems that show
large-scale atomic rearrangements and changes in unit cell shape
or size as a function of temperature, pressure, or loading, one
need not identify the precise unit cell state that is required for
the fixed-volume constraint of the stress-fluctuation approach.
One open question for the strain-fluctuation approach is whether
the V0 reference state should be taken from the average volume
at the conditions of interest or from the strain-free state at zero
Kelvin. Furthermore, to more efficiently sample the greater phase
space of systems in the strain-fluctuation approach, new methodologies are needed to facilitate faster property convergence.
The stress-fluctuation, strain-fluctuation, and stress–strain methodologies were recently compared for fcc argon at 60 K and 1
bar.[108] For this simple system, the elastic tensors computed by
these different approaches were in good agreement, with the
notable exception of values calculated in the constant pressure
isothermal–isobaric (NPT) ensemble, which showed a strong
dependence on the barostat parameter that was chosen.
There are multiple sets of elastic constants that have been
proposed, with those of Barron and Klein[109] and Wallace[81]
being in in terms of Lagrangian strain while Marcus and Qiu[85]
define theirs in Eulerian form. It is thus an open question
whether there exists one fundamental set of elastic constants
of the equilibrium state (stability condition, stress–strain relation, and elastic equations of motion). This calls for a detailed
analysis of all these different expressions for elastic constants
under load. Future work is needed to determine whether these
expressions are truly different, or only different in their formulations. A starting point for performing this check would be to
convert between the thermodynamic stress t and Cauchy stress
σ using
t=

〈V 〉
h0 〈h 〉−1 σ 〈hT 〉−1 h0T (20)
V0

where h0 is the reference simulation cell, hT is the transpose
of h, and V0 is the reference volume. Further simulations are
also needed to elucidate what should be the correct reference
state. Possible choices that include h0 = 〈h〉 or taking h0 as the
strain-free state, but it might also include adapting the equation
of motions.
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the former confirmed by nanoindentation measurements)
to be ≈20% and 3% higher for the triazolate based structure.
High-pressure powder diffraction measurements also illustrated MAF-7 to be less compressible than ZIF-8 (10.8 and
6.52 GPa, respectively). These effects were all ascribed to the
additional electron donating N atom in the triazolate ligand,
which resulted in a stronger Zn–N interaction. This theory was
consistent with the shorter ZnN bond distance in MAF-7 of
1.98 Å, compared to 1.983 Å in ZIF-8.
A similar general effect was witnessed in the UiO family
(Figure 5) by Maurin and co-workers. In an ideal UiO-66 crystal
structure, Zr4+ octahedral clusters are connected to neighboring
clusters via twelve BDC linkers, in a face-centered cubic (fcu)

Figure 4. Property map illustrating the elastic modulus versus hardness
properties of typical metal–organic frameworks relative to classical hard
and soft materials. Reproduced with permission.[19] Copyright 2011, The
Royal Society of Chemistry.

3. Structure–Property Relationships
Furthering our understanding of MOF structure-mechanical
property relationships is critical to developing design criteria for
the identification of structures with tailored mechanical properties. Such understanding would also help advance the opportunities and overcome the challenges discussed in section 4. The
seminal review of Tan and Cheetham on this topic in 2011[19]
provided some of the first broader insight into this topic area
and put forth a basis for understanding the structure-property
relationships governing the positioning of MOFs in the materials selection map shown in Figure 4. The intention of this
section is not to cover the same ground, but rather to highlight recent advances in structure-property relationship understanding in emerging areas that were not well-established at
the time of their review, including the role of characteristics
such as linker effects, defects, and interpenetration.

3.1. Linker Effects: Electronics and Flexibility
The elastic and bulk moduli of the zeolitic imidazolate framework (ZIF) family has previously been shown to be dependent
upon metal center identity, linker length, and pore volume.[19]
However, recent reports have also investigated the extent
to which electronic linker effects dictate their mechanical
response. Li and co-workers contrasted the framework rigidity
of ZIF-8 with the isostructural metal azolate framework MAF-7
[Zn(mtz)2], where mtz = 3-methyl-1,2,4-triazolate. Both structures contain tetrahedral coordinated Zn2+, with coordination
arising from N atoms in the 2 and 4 positions. The additional
N atom in the mtz ligand remains noncoordinating, and the
cubic sodalite topology is adopted in each case.[110] Values for
Emax and Emin, alongside Gmax and Gmin, were calculated (and
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Figure 5. Snapshots of calculations for the spatially dependent Young’s
modulus and porosity in defective UiO-66 structures. Defects are shown
from the perspective of a single cluster where additional linkers are consecutively removed, except for the reo structure that is also missing a
cluster. Porosity available for adsorption is shown in blue for a probe
diameter of 3 Å. Each missing ligand is replaced with either formate, acetate, chloride trifluoroacetate, or hydroxide ions. Each cluster is colored
according to its coordination number: 12, light blue; 11, purple; 10, dark
blue; 9, green; and 8, orange. Reproduced with permission.[119] Copyright
2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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arrangement. The high network connectivity of UiO-66 has led
to calculated B, E, and G values of 40, 47, and 18 GPa, respectively, placing UiO-66 in the upper limits of those reported
for MOFs.[111] An experimental bulk modulus of 17 GPa was
identified, along with a value of 25 GPa for an isostructural
variant, UiO-66-NH2, containing a mono amine-functionalized
benzene dicarboxylate ligand. Here, the authors ascribed the
lower compressibility to steric hinderance and the formation
of intraframework H bonds in the amino functionalized derivative. Complimentary experiments on MIL-125(Ti) and its amino
functionalized counterpart yielded similar results, with bulk
moduli of 10 and 13 GPa, respectively.[49]
Hobday et al. calculated the full elastic tensors of UiO-67,
which is an expanded version of UiO-66, with a 4,4′-biphenyl
dicarboxylate (bpdc) linker. Average bulk and Young’s moduli
of 17.4 and 24.1 GPa were extracted, with the latter confirmed
by nanoindentation.[112] The results displayed an expected
reduction from the values of ideal UiO-66, confirming the
correlation of increasing linker length and decreasing elastic
moduli. A derivative, with replacement of bpdc by 4,4′-azobenzene dicarboxylate (abdc) was also synthesized and investigated. Molecular dynamics calculations revealed abdc ligands
to "bow" out of plane in the crystal structure, while the bpdc
ligands remained approximately planar. The similar solvent
accessible volumes of the two frameworks (66% and 72%)
allowed the authors to draw conclusions on the geometry of the
linker upon mechanical response. A decrease in calculated bulk
modulus to 15.2 GPa was observed (and confirmed by highpressure powder diffraction experiments), with calculated and
experimental decreases in E of between 10% and 35% recorded.
Given that similar decreases in E in other MOF families were
only witnessed with changes in framework porosity of ≈40%,
the effects were ascribed to the bowed, flexible nature of the
abdc ligand.
The study of collective low frequency vibrations in the terahertz domain in MOFs is a relatively new area of investigation,
and has been connected to several aspects of flexibility including
gate-opening, shear deformations, amorphization, and
breathing.[113] Recently, Tan and co-workers studied the MIL140A framework using inelastic neutron scattering, synchrotron radiation far-infrared spectroscopy, and Raman spectroscopy, probing different physical behavior such as coordinated
shearing dynamics, cooperative "trampoline-like" motions, and
hindered rotational organic linker movements.[114] While not
trivial, extension of this technique across further MOF systems
will prove an important area going forward, given the links
between the motions uncovered and behavior such as negative
thermal expansion and structural collapse.[98]

3.2. Defects and Elasticity
The occurrence of different defect types in the UiO-66 family
(Figure 5) of MOFs has been widely reported.[115,116] Notably,
missing clusters[117] have been identified in the structure by
Cliffe et al., who linked diffuse scattering from UiO-66(Hf) to
that predicted for a structural model including correlated vacancies at [Hf6O4(OH)4] cluster sites. In this latter model of reo
topology, 8% of cluster sites are vacant. Values for B, E, and G
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of ≈18, 23, and 9 GPa calculated for this defective scenario represented a decrease of over 50% from the idealized framework.
Observations on the relatively high bulk modulus of pristine
UiO-66(Zr) were confirmed by Van Speybroek and co-workers,
who calculated the bulk modulus as 38 GPa and subsequently
investigated the effect of a different type of defect, missing
linkers, upon B.[118] Here, several models missing 1 and 2
linkers per cluster were constructed and bulk moduli were calculated. The lowering of the Zr-cluster coordination number to
11 (i.e., the introduction of 1 missing linker defect per cluster)
resulted in a reduction in B to 25–31 GPa, depending upon the
linker choice, while further reductions to coordination numbers of 10 led to further decreases in B between 16 and 22 GPa.
Coudert and co-workers increased considerations of missing
linker defect-induced elasticity in UiO-66 to include minimum
and maximum values for E and G.[119] The largest reduction
in each case was observed for minimum values upon initial
removal of one linker per cluster, before successive further
incorporation of 2, 3, and 4 missing linker defects yielded
decreasing relative reductions in Emin and Gmin. Values were
however found to be dependent on the replacement moiety,
e.g., formate or acetate. Interestingly, a negative Poisson’s ratio
was observed in some cases, while CO2 uptake at low pressures
was adversely affected by the presence of defects, although high
pressure uptake was greater in nonperfect structures.
A rare study outside of the UiO family can be found in
the MUF-32 MOF.[120] The structure consists of three ligands
(dabco, 4,4′-bipyridyl (bipy) and 4,4′,4″-nitrilotribenzoate
(ntb)), though the latter two are described to be decorative in
a unit cell of formula [Zn2(ntb)4/3(bipy)1/2(dabco)1/2]. E and
G were calculated as 5.24 and 1.84 GPa. Removal of bipy
ligands by heating yielded a structurally identical framework
of [Zn2(ntb)4/3(dabco)1/2] composition, while further heating in
vacuo enabled dabco removal and left only ntb ligands in the
framework. Decreases in E and G to 2.89 and 0.99 upon bipy
removal were observed, before the final [Zn2(ntb)4/3] was calculated to possess extremely low values of 1.60 and 0.54 GPa,
respectively.

3.3. Defects and Amorphization
The decrease in G found upon defect introduction has consequences not just for the elasticity of MOFs but also for the
conditions at which structural collapse, or amorphization,
occurs.[121] Experimentally, ZIF-8 was observed to undergo irreversible pressure-induced amorphization (PA) at 0.34 GPa,[51]
proposed to be a consequence of the softening of its shear modulus.[122] Separately, the calculated P(V) profile of defect-free
UiO-66 and UiO-67 was observed to contain maxima at 1.83
and 0.45 GPa, at which point further decreases in internal pressure yielded decreases in the constrained unit cell volume.[123]
Evaluation of the three independent elastic constants with
pressure showed violations of one of the three associated Born
stability criteria at near identical pressures, which also agrees
well with reported experimental results of PA.[49,112] It would
therefore be expected that construction of calculated P(V) profiles for successive missing-linker UiO systems (of lower shear
moduli) would yield lower values of PA. This was confirmed by
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Van Speybroek and co-workers, with reductions from 1.83 to
1.35 GPa for UiO-66.[123]
Bennett et al. considered the structural mechanism of amorphization in UiO-66, connecting the successive introduction of
"missing-linker" defects by ball-milling to the disappearance of
Bragg diffraction and porosity.[124] A combination of solid state
nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared spectroscopy, and pair
distribution function studies showed the coordination bonds
between Zr6 clusters and benzenedicarboxylate ligands to break
upon successive ball-milling times.

3.4. Interpenetration and Elasticity
The large porosity of MOFs occasionally results in the growth
of one lattice within another to yield doubly or triply interpenetrated structures[125] which possess lower porosities,
greater densities, and distinct structural and gas adsorption
characteristics. Partial interpenetration, where one sublattice
is fully occupied and another displays an occupancy of less
than unity, remains a rare occurrence in the literature.[126] A
ligand based on biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid, with a phenyl
substituted diazocine functional group bridging the 2,2′positions, forms a structure in a primitive cubic topology when
combined with Zn4O secondary building units. Telfer and
colleagues showed that while reaction in N,N-dibutylformamide yielded the nonpenetrated α-MUF-9 phase, reaction in
DMF resulted in a doubly interpenetrated structure, termed
the β-MUF-9 phase. Elastic properties were calculated for
both structures, resulting in increases in average B, E, and G
upon interpenetration (6.8, 3.7, and 1.3 GPa for α-MUF-9 and
11.7, 8.9, and 3.2 GPa for β-MUF-9). Interestingly, the occupancy of the second sublattice could be controllably altered in
the range between 0 and 1 using different solvent mixtures
during synthesis, yielding partially interpenetrated structures
(PIP-MUFs).

4.1.1. Microcantilever Sensors
Selectivity for the analyte of interest remains a major challenge
in the development of next-generation chemical sensors, with
performance improvements (along with reductions in their size
and cost) creating exciting possibilities for widely deployed distributed sensor networks[129] in applications such as wearable
technologies and air pollution management.[130] MOFs can offer
improvements over state-of-the-art chemical sensing materials due to the analyte selectivity imparted by their precisely
tuned pore environments. One highly sensitive sensor design,
microcantilevers (Figure 6),[131] detects mass uptake by induced
stress at the interface between the cantilever beam surface and
its selective chemical coating. By utilizing either a dynamic or
static transduction mechanism, mass detection on the sub-ng
scale can be achieved.[132,133] Whereas dynamic microcantilevers
rely upon changes in the resonant frequencies of an oscillating
cantilever beam to detect analyte adsorption, static microcantilevers rely upon quantifying the beam deflection.
Allendorf et al. first demonstrated that an CuBTC
(Cu3[benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate]2) thin film deposited on
a static silicon microcantilever with a built-in piezoresistive
sensor can serve as a sensitive and selective sensor for the
detection of water vapor.[134] It was subsequently demonstrated
that this MOF can also be used for the detection of various
volatile organic compounds.[135,136] The mechanical properties of CuBTC are critical to this application as they dictate the
adsorbate-induced changes in lattice parameters that create
the detected microcantilever stress. While microcantilevers
have since been fabricated using the ZIF-8[137] and MIL-53(Al)
(Al(OH)BDC)[138] structures, exploring the detection responses
of MOFs with increased Young’s moduli[139] and larger-scale
guest-induced structural changes would further push the limits
of microcantilever sensitivity possibilities.

4.1.2. Gas Separations and Storage

4. Mechanical Property Implications
for MOF-Enabled Technologies
In this section, we identify what we consider to be key opportunity areas and challenges from an applications perspective
that originate from MOF mechanical properties, with the goal
of stimulating further research in these critical areas. For the
opportunity areas, we highlight case studies in the fields of
sensing devices, gas separations, and storage where the connection between promising application performance and MOF
mechanical properties is evident. In many cases, a reversible
phase transition is at the heart of the promising application
performance, and it has been shown that mechanical properties
such as the elastic tensor can be a strong predictor of whether
such structural transitions can occur.[96] On the other hand, we
also discuss challenges that can arise in different application
scenarios, such as the deployed MOF being able to withstand
pore collapse or amorphization due to mechanical loadings
(e.g., bending, torsion, and compression) and postprocessing
techniques such as ball-milling[127,128] and compression into
shaped forms.
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4.1. Opportunity Areas

MOFs have been widely studied for their potential applications
in gas separations and storage, with the majority (≈50%) of
MOF-related patents claiming industrial use having been filed
in this area as of 2015.[12] A strong motivator for such applications is the role that MOFs could play in accelerating progress
toward an energy economy that greatly reduces our greenhouse
gas emissions by easing our reliance on fossil fuels. One proposed route for achieving this is to use MOFs for methane
storage as a short-term transitional fuel, hydrogen storage as a
long-term fuel, and for CO2 capture as an immediate action to
mitigate climate change impacts.[140]
Natural gas has economic and environmental advantages over
traditional petroleum sources for on-board vehicular fuel storage
applications, but suffers from a relatively low volumetric energy
density. In a significant breakthrough in this area, Long and
co-workers demonstrated that the flexible compounds Fe(bdp)
and Co(bdp) (bdp = 1,4-benzenedipyrazolate) undergo phase
transitions at targeted methane pressures to produce adsorption and desorption isotherms that exhibit a distinct “S-shape”
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Figure 6. Selected areas where MOF mechanical properties have presented exciting opportunities for technological applications. Top-left image:
Adapted with permission.[17] Copyright 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry. Bottom-left and right-hand images: Adapted with permission.[147]
Copyright 2015, Nature Publishing Group.

(Figure 6).[141] Importantly, these results showed that MOF flexibility can be exploited to produce deliverable methane storage
capacities that are greater than what was previously deemed
possible in conventional structures[142] while simultaneously
addressing heat management issues that inherently arise from
adsorption and desorption processes. The mechanical origin of
the exceptional methane working capacity of the structure is due
to the free energy for a reversible structural phase transitions
occurring near the appropriate lower and upper pressures for
practical methane storage applications (near 5.8 and 35–65 bar,
respectively); the effective heat management characteristics
are due to the enthalpy change associated with its structural
phase transition, which largely offsets its exothermic enthalpy
of adsorption during methane adsorption (and vice versa for
endothermic desorption), thus minimizing the magnitude of
heat effects which traditionally reduce the working capacity of
adsorbent materials. The large volume change associated with
the material’s phase transitions, however, may create practical
challenges for volume-limited storage tank applications.
More efficient separation technologies are an area where significant global energy savings can be achieved. It has been estimated that 5–15% of energy consumption in the U.S. is used by
industrial fluid separation processes, with thermally driven separations accounting for 80% of this total.[143,144] Thermally driven
separation technologies such as distillation rely upon component
phase changes to separate one species from another, resulting in a
process that is inherently energy-intensive. Adsorbents can serve
as clean energy alternatives to these separations by exploiting a
fundamentally different separation mechanism, thus allowing
certain separations to be performed at lower operating costs
than thermally driven processes.[145] Kitagawa and co-workers
elegantly demonstrated that the soft porous crystal Cu(aip) (aip =
azidoisophthalate) can be utilized to selectively capture and subsequently oxidize CO to CO2 from a mixture containing N2.[146]
This separation is otherwise energetically intensive to perform,
with state-of-the-art approaches requiring the chemisorption of
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CO on transition metal surfaces. Through a combination of specific weak adsorption interactions followed by a cooperative structural transformation, however, a so-called “self-accelerating” CO
adsorption phenomenon results whereby increasing amounts of
CO can be accommodated due to the flexible expansion of narrow
channels in the structure. In subsequent work, a significant
breakthrough for CO2 capture technologies was demonstrated
via the cooperative insertion of CO2 in a series of “phase-change”
materials of the formula mmen-M2(dobpdc) (M = Mg, Mn, Fe,
Co, Zn, mmen =N,N′-dimethylethylenediamine, dobpdc =
4,4′-dioxidobiphenyl-3,3′-dicarboxylate). It was shown that energyefficient CO2 capture from N2 under representative flue gas compositions from temperature swing adsorption cycles could be
achieved in these materials.[147]

4.2. Application Challenges
4.2.1. Electronic Devices and Sensors
There is a strong impetus in the microelectronics industry to
transition from inorganics toward organic-based materials,
driven by factors such as lower cost, greater functional complexity, and prospects for downsizing devices toward Moore’s
law. The majority of MOFs are electrical insulators, but design
strategies for synthesizing electronically conductive MOFs have
emerged in the past few years.[148] While electronic conductivity
is not a prerequisite for all MOF-enabled devices (e.g., in cases
where the MOF serves as chemically selective sensing layers),
this property is critical to the exploitation of MOFs in applications such as digital circuits and thermoelectric devices. Strategies for designing electronically conductive MOFs include
through-bond conduction, through-space conduction,[148] and
conduction facilitated by guest molecules.[149] Numerous challenges must still be overcome, however, before MOFs become
widespread in commercial electronics applications. A high-level
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roadmap for addressing the broader array of challenges associated with integrating MOFs with electronic devices and sensors
is discussed in a recent comprehensive review;[17] our focus
here is only to present some of the key challenges in the context
of MOF mechanical properties.
From a device fabrication standpoint, the mechanical property requirements that must be met will depend upon the stage
at which the MOF is incorporated into the device. Microfabrication processes, such as those used for integrated circuits,
can be summarized by the following sequence of operations:
thin film deposition, patterning, doping, and etching. In such
a process, summarized in Figure 7a, whether the MOF is
incorporated in the final stage and then exposed to the environment, e.g., as a chemical sensing layer, or earlier on in the
process, e.g., as an interlayer dielectric layer, will present different mechanical stability demands. For instance, wear resistance to abrasion will be relevant in cases where the MOF
coating is exposed to uncertain environmental conditions.
Nanoscratching is an established technique for measuring this
property, and can also provide insight into adhesion properties via the applied strength required for delamination.[150–152]
This characterization approach was applied to several dense,
electrochemically grown MOF thin films and it was found that
Cu(CHDA) (CHDA = trans-cyclohexane-1,4-dicarboxylate),
the structure with the highest Young’s modulus and hardness
(10.9 and 0.46 GPa, respectively), had the best scratch and wear
resistance and exhibited an elastic recovery that is comparable
to that of organic polymers and nanocomposites.[59] The material with the lowest Young’s modulus and hardness (0.8 and
0.02 GPa, respectively), Cu(INA)2 (INA = isonicotinate), exhi
bited an elastic recovery that is comparable to that of a scratched
zeolite mordenite framework inverted (MFI) film.
MOFs generally exhibit a lower hardness than pure inorganics and will therefore require additional caution in any
postprocessing fabrication steps. Furthermore, when MOFs are
incorporated into devices via a layer-by-layer microfabrication
process, attention should be paid to the resulting interfacial

strains that can result between layers. Tensile strain from
mechanical stress, for instance, can lead to device failure via
film debonding or cracking.[60] Bending tests to evaluate such
effects have been performed on memory resistors using Au/
CuBTC/Au[61] and Ag/ZIF-8/Au[62] on PET (PET = polyethylene
terephthalate). Promisingly, the authors noted that in these
cases, the conformable nature of the MOF film resulted in
device performances under bending conditions that would be
difficult to obtain with their purely inorganic counterparts.
Yet to be determined, however, are the implications of MOF
responses to temperature and guest-induced stimuli on device
stability characteristics. In these cases, the resulting change in
lattice parameters can cause strain between the MOF and its
interfaced layers. Changes in temperature, for example, can
cause residual stresses due to differences in the coefficient of
thermal expansion of the MOF and its substrate which can
cause cracking, buckling or film delamination (Figure 7b).[153]
While common electronic device substrates such as copper,
aluminum, and silver exhibit positive thermal expansion,[154,155]
negative thermal expansion is expected in a number of MOFs,
including the well-studied CuBTC structure.[156–159] Given the
temperature changes that will take place during MOF film
growth and processing, such effects should be taken into
account. Furthermore, during the operation of sensors such as
microcantilevers, temperature fluctuations can create interfacial stresses that complicate the expected sensor response.[160]

4.2.2. Gas Separation and Storage
An early perceived hurdle for the application of MOFs in gas
separation and storage applications was their degree of stability in the presence of moisture. Building off the findings of
studies dating back to the early 2000’s, design strategies have
since been identified for improving MOF chemical stability via
structural factors such as ligand functionalization,[161,162] hydrophobicity,[163,164] and metal-ligand coordination bonds that are

Figure 7. a) Unit operations of microfabrication and chip production. Three options for MOF integration during the production of a hypothetical complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor fabricated chemical sensor are proposed: in the course of the microfabrication process (option A), before dicing
step in back-end processing (option B), and on individual dies before packaging (option C). b) Example effects of residual stress on film properties due
to a mismatch in the thermal expansion coefficient, α, of the film and its substrate caused by variations in temperature during MOF film processing
and device operation. Adapted with permission.[17] Copyright 2017, The Royal Chemical Society.
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inert toward water.[165,166] As a result of these efforts, there now
exists a large number of hydrothermally stable structures that
maintain their crystallinity and surface area even in acidic and
basic solutions.[167] This same degree of understanding is not
yet present for MOF mechanical properties due to the relatively
fewer characterization studies that have been performed; this
is likely because of the relative inaccessibility of the required
characterization equipment (compared to more simple water
exposure apparatuses) and, in some cases, the large single crystals needed for characterization. Nonetheless, the number of
mechanical characterization studies is steadily growing, with
their importance underscored by the role mechanical properties will play in dictating the changes that MOFs undergo as
they are processed from their as-synthesized to their application-ready form.
In gas separation and storage applications, the as-synthesized
material will be engineered into forms that can include pellets
or granulates (often compressed with the aid of binders or lubricants), mixed-matrix membranes, or monolith-based structures.
While fixed beds are often utilized to evaluate MOF separation
performance in laboratory environments, monoliths are more
practical solutions due to their improved mass and heat transfer
characteristics and lower pressure drops at high flow rates.[168]
Amine-functionalized MOF films of mmen-M2(dobpdc)
(M = Mg and Mn) supported on monolith contactor substrates
have been investigated for CO2 capture from simulated flue gas,
and producing MOF coatings with suitable mechanical adhesion properties to withstand the activation heating treatment
was found to be a challenge.[169] In this regard, the low coefficient of thermal expansion of cordierite makes it an attractive
material for monoliths to help avoid film delamination issues
similar to those shown in Figure 7b. Kaskel and co-workers
presented the first purely MOF-based monolith consisting of
CuBTC via an extrusion process with methyl hydroxyl propyl
cellulose and methoxy functionalized siloxane ether as additives.[170] This monolith exhibited impressive mechanical properties, with a crushing strength of 320 N (roughly 3× that of a
cordierite commercial honeycomb) after activation.
Mixed matrix membranes can combine the processability
of polymers with the separation properties of MOFs and are
particularly attractive as energy-efficient and scalable separation technologies.[171] Given that many of the flexibility-driven
adsorption behaviors of MOFs have been observed in their
single crystal or powder forms, the implications of incorporating MOFs into composite polymer systems remain an important open question. In a recent theoretical study addressing this
topic, MOF particles incorporated into mixed matrix membranes of varying properties were modeled using finite element
methods to predict their resulting macroscopic properties.[172]
The variation in the effective bulk modulus of the adsorbent
due to varying thicknesses and encapsulating matrix properties were quantified and it would found that, even for very soft
matrix polymers which are softer than the adsorbent itself, an
increase in the effective bulk modulus of the adsorbent results.
Future work exploring the conditions under which flexibilityinduced characteristics such as the gate opening and breathing
behaviors observed in MOFs can be retained in their polymer
matrix form would be of great interest to the adsorption
community.
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Natural gas and hydrogen storage for onboard fuel tanks
are volume-limited applications that will require some degree
of shaping of the MOF from its as-synthesized form. This
densification can compromise the porosity, crystallinity, and
gas storage characteristics of the material. For instance, while
CuBTC is a top performing material for room-temperature volumetric methane storage, compacting it into wafers was shown
to drastically decrease its capacity due to partial structural collapse.[173] In an early study with hydrogen storage implications,
Müller and co-workers explored the effects of powder densification on the hydrogen storage capabilities of MOF-5,[174] determining the optimal material density to be ≈0.5 g cm−3. Higher
densities than this lead to large reductions in the pore volume
and surface area, as well as amorphization, decreasing its gravimetric excess capacity. An extensive recent study by Llewellyn
and co-workers studied the effects of shaping powders of
UiO-66(Zr), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2, MIL-100(Fe), MIL-127(Fe)
into spheres using a polyvinyl-based binder.[175] Based on the
adsorption isotherms and enthalpies of adsorptions for eight
different gases (N2, CO, CO2, CH4, C2H6, C3H8, C3H6, C4H10),
while the gravimetric uptakes for the materials decreased in
the sphere versus powder form, the volumetric uptake based
on the bulk density showed an opposite trend. The appropriate
degree of densification for a given storage application will
likely be dictated by the trade-off in porosity and crystallinity
characteristics caused by compression and will thus depend
strongly on the mechanical properties of the structure; this further underscores the importance of additional characterization
studies to unravel mechanical structure-property relationships
in MOFs.

5. Concluding Remarks
In their review on “soft porous crystals” in 2009,[20] Kitagawa
and co-workers presented visionary perspectives on the role
that MOF flexibility may play in its future technological applications. At the time of their review, a number of the proposed
MOF flexibility characteristics had been studied at the fundamental level, but convincing demonstrations of their utility for
practical applications were lacking. Focused effort to understand MOF mechanical properties has significantly progressed
since then and, as highlighted in this review, brought to fruition several demonstrations of their importance for practical
applications.
Given the breakthrough for methane storage applications
demonstrated by Long and co-workers,[141] the question of
whether MOF flexibility can also be exploited to enable exceptional working capacities for hydrogen storage technologies
is warranted. Hydrogen is a more weakly interacting species
than methane, however, and the challenge lies in identifying a
MOF with a high volumetric hydrogen capacity that also has
an appropriate structural free energy difference to facilitate a
hydrogen-induced phase transition that: (1) occurs at commercially relevant pressures and temperatures for hydrogen fueling
station technologies (e.g., suitable for a 5 to 100 bar pressure
swing cycle), and (2) lacks a broad hysteresis[176] that would
reduce its working capacity during cyclic adsorption/desorption
cycles.
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Another area where significant MOF-enabled technological
breakthroughs have not yet been realized, but which we believe
to be promising, is in the realm of thermoelectric devices. A
defining structural feature of MOFs that is absent from the
traditional material classes that have been explored for thermoelectric device applications, namely organic polymers and
inorganic seminconductors, is the combined nanoporosity and
long-range crystallinity that allows unprecedented opportunities for minimizing thermal conductivity while maximizing
electrical conductivity properties. While these two properties
are highly correlated in most materials, MOFs may present an
exception. The nanoporosity and mechanically flexible nature
of MOFs can lead to scattering in the heat-carrying phonons to
impart low thermal conductivity properties, whereas their longrange order can facilitate charge mobility.[177] The pore space of
MOFs can also be used for the infiltration of guest molecules
that can significantly enhance properties that include the electronic conductivity,[178] as demonstrated by the six order of magnitude improvement for TCNQ@CuBTC (TCNQ = tetracyanoquinodimethane),[149] among other properties.
Other application areas where the benefits of MOF mecha
nical properties could be utilized are for their use in flexible
electronics or as nanosprings for shock absorption and dissipation. The promising device performances of ZIF-8 and CuBTC
MOFs during bending tests[61,62] hint that their elasticity may
make them suitable for flexible electronics, which is attractive given the growing demand for small and robust sensors
for applications such as distributed sensor networks and wearable technologies. We are also intrigued by recent prospects of
MOFs for shock absorption and dissipation applications,[180,181]
including an exciting recent study that showed the per gram
energy absorption for UiO-type MOFs at compressive stresses
greater than 2 GPa is similar to the amount of energy that is
released in the explosion of trinitrotoluene (TNT).[182]
In reviewing computational methods for calculating the
elastic constant tensor, we brought to light open questions
related to the calculation of mechanical properties in crystalline
materials. Key points that should be taken into account when
interpreting elasticity theory at nonzero stress include recognition of the fact that there are various definitions for elastic constants, and while these are equivalent in an unstressed crystal,
their results differ under applied stress. Also important to note
is that commonly used expressions[99] for stress and elastic constants in terms of potential energy interactions and their derivatives are derived under the assumption that strain is infinitesimal and homogeneous. Thus, when modeling MOFs that
exhibit large-scale flexibility, the results of these stress calculations should be interpreted with caution. We are nonetheless
enthusiastic, however, about the possibilities enabled by largescale computational data sets such as those in the CoRE database;[183,184] by computing the elastic constants for these structures, unprecedented opportunities for elucidating large-scale
mechanical property-structure relationships and the testing
of theories through machine learning and genetic algorithms
becomes possible.
It is also clear that whether a particular MOF mechanical
property presents an opportunity or challenge for a given
application can be highly case-specific. One can look at the
mechanical properties that lead to their pressure-induced
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amorphization as one such example. In scenarios such as postprocessing ball milling or shaping, pressure-induced amorphization can be a challenge that inhibits the material’s application prospects by yielding a less porous structure.[121] In some
instances, structural collapse has been utilized to yield liquids
and glasses which retain the chemical components and connectivity of crystalline MOFs.[185,186] The study of the fundamental
properties of such MOF-glasses, or MOF-liquids,[187] will prove
important in the future. Additionally, the structural instabilities
leading to collapse can be exploited in gas storage applications
as a strategy for the irreversible capture of hazardous molecules
by collapsing the framework around the guest species.[188,189]
Further complicating the interpretation of mechanical property implications for practical applications are the significant
changes that can occur when the as-synthesized material is
converted to its application-relevant form. While such effects
have only been studied in a limited number of MOFs, the
impacts can be significant. For instance, when confined to a
thin film[190] or synthesized below a critical particle size,[191]
significant alterations to MOF phase transition behaviors have
been observed. Overall, the complexity of the many open questions that remain in this field and their direct connection to
important opportunity areas and challenges for MOF applications suggests that investigations into MOF mechanical properties will continue to be a rich area of research moving forward.
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